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Tradewind Aviation Introduces Scheduled Service from White Plains, New York to
Martha's Vineyard

Tradewind Aviation, the market leader in luxury air service to Martha’s Vineyard, Nantucket and St. Barth
is pleased to announce premium scheduled service from White Plains airport in New York to Martha’s
Vineyard.

Aug. 28, 2008 - PRLog -- Adding to their popular Teterboro route, Tradewind will provide daily service in
modern, executive configured Cessna Grand Caravans.  The Vineyard Shuttle allows regular Vineyard
commuters to effectively share executive aircraft.  With the Shuttle, passengers can avoid the hassles of
commercial airline terminals including TSA security and parking.
"We are excited to be able to offer this additional service to our customers" says Eric Zipkin, president of
Tradewind Aviation."  They no longer have to settle for the hassles of traditional airline travel or pay for an
entire plane when they only need a seat or two."

About Tradewind Aviation

Tradewind Aviation, based in Oxford Connecticut, provides executive charter service throughout the
country, premium scheduled service in the Northeast and the Caribbean, private jet cards and aircraft
management services.

Tradewind Aviation was founded in 2001 on the premise that every flight deserves the highest quality
aircraft, crew and service.

From its home base in the New York metro area, Tradewind offers premium scheduled service from
Teterboro and Westchester Airports to Martha’s Vineyard and Nantucket.  Private charter flights are offered
throughout the world.

From November to April, Tradewind operates a fleet of aircraft in the Caribbean providing first class
scheduled service from San Juan to St. Barthelemy, FWI.  Private charters are offered throughout the
Caribbean including Tortola, Anguilla, St. Maarten, Antigua, Nevis and St Barth.  Tradewind is the only
US turbine air carrier certified to fly commercial flights into St. Barth.

Tradewind Aviation operates three jets and ten turboprop aircraft; the fleet includes two Citation CJ3s, one
Citation Bravo, six Cessna Grand Caravans, two Pilatus PC-12s and a King Air 90.

For more information about Tradewind Aviation please call 800-376-7922 or visit
www.tradewindaviation.com

# # #

Tradewind Aviation, based in Oxford, Connecticut, provides executive charter service throughout the
country, premium scheduled service in the Northeast and the Caribbean, private jet cards and aircraft
management services.
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